6th Grade PowerPoint Assignment
Travel Agent- Visiting a City of Your Choice
Directions: You are to act as if you are a travel agent for this assignment. You are trying to
convince an audience why they should visit a particular city that you have in mind. You do
not have to pick any place that you have been before. All research can be done using the
Internet in class.
You will need to follow the guidelines given on this assignment sheet to receive the points
needed. The total assignment will be worth a total of 100 points. You may add any slides
you would like, but make sure you have everything that is listed here.
Slide #1- Introduction
 Location
 Your Name

Slide #2- Destination
 Show a U.S. map
 Have an arrow pointing or a star showing where it is

Slide #3, #4, #5- Places to See
 Show pictures
 You can break this up anyway you wish
 Look at the example to see how this can be done
Slide #6- References
 List your websites used to find information (need at least 4)
 DO NOT list Wikipedia as one of them
 Google or any search engine is also not the source
Slide #10- Ending slide
 You may come up with a clever way to end this
 If nothing else- make sure you have “The End” clearly stated

EXTRA SLIDES (IF YOU HAVE TIME)
Weather
 Explain what the average temperature is like
 You may go to www.usclimatedata.com
o Type in your city at the top
o Look for “Weather Averages” on the right
o You want the average high, low, & annual precipitation
Travel distance
 Find out how many miles away your destination is from Tuscola
 mapquest.com will give you a mileage if you click on the “Get directions” button
 Also tell us what route (Interstate) you would need to take

Lodging
 Tell your audience where you can stay (hotels)
 Give at least two options
 Use Expedia.com
Other slides can include: famous people from that place, food that is popular in that city, etc.

Minimum Requirements:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

At least seven slides (more would be better)
Pictures or ClipArt on all slides (except ending slide)
Backgrounds of your choice on all slides (Intro slide must have a picture background)
Slide Transitions for each slide
At least two animations for pictures within the presentation
At least two animations for words
At least two sound effects in presentation
All words must be clear & easy to read
You must speak clearly while giving the presentation

